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WHALE ACTIVITIES! WHALE ACTIVITIES!WHALE ACTIVITIES!WHALE ACTIVITIES!
PRE AND POST SHOW EDUCATIONAL GUIDE AND
ACTIVITY GUIDE TO EXPLORE THE CHARACTER AND

LESSONS OF WHALE! 



 There are two different types of whales: baleen and toothed (all
based on how they eat and what's in their mouths)
Baleen whales are generally huge; the largest is the biggest
creature to have ever lived on Earth- the blue whale. There are four
families: rorqual; right; gray; and pygmy right whale.
Baleen whales are usually found alone or in in small groups and do
not echolocate.
 There are 76 toothed whale species altogether and they are
grouped into ten families: the sperm whale; the dwarf and pygmy
sperm whale; the beluga and narwhal; the beaked whales; the
oceanic dolphins; the four river dolphins (each one is placed in a
family of their own); and the porpoise family.
 Toothed whales use echolocation to hunt and are sociable, and
often live in groups known as pod
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Whale and Dolphin Conservation 

https://us.whales.org/whales-dolphins/whales/

Be My Echo-locator? 
Let's play echolocation! Using a wide open space (either in your home or a classroom
space) have everyone spread out into a circle and have one artist, who Is comfortable
in a blindfold, stand In the center to be the "Echo-locator" choose another artist or
grown up to be a fish! The "Echo-locator's" job to locate the fish by proclaiming "fish!"
Every time the "Echo-locator" does this the fish must respond with "fish" too, until they
are caught. Those in the outside circle reef must help by gently guiding the "Echo-
locator" to the fish safely. 

Whale Ballet
Whales are often seen as graceful slow moving creatures, just like ballerinas! So why

not move through the sea like a whale ballerina?! With the help of a playlist of "ballet
music"  and some imagination come up with some fun terms that a whale ballerina

could use! "Turning" or "spin"  can become a "Fin Spin,"  a "jump" or "leap" can
become "Soar,"  moving across the room can become "Swim" or "Glide" whatever you

can come up with is fair game! Then turn on the music and come up with your own
verison of a Whale Ballet performance!    
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Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!      
How would you get
back home from a far
away place? 

Find My Way Home! 
Whale is the final creature that Sea Dragon meets, helping Sea Dragon find
their way back home. Let's use our memory and movement to recall our
journey to find our way back home. 
All young artists line up behind the Sea Dragon (leader), standing 6 feet apart
from one another. (If over Zoom just have everyone stand facing the
camera/laptop.) 
Everyone closes their eyes. They can only open their eyes when they hear their
name called.  
The Sea Dragon turns around and says the name of the person behind them. 
Once the young artist's eyes are open, the Whale silently does a series of up
to three movements that represent one of the sea creatures we met that artist
will need to memorize and copy. 
After the Sea Dragon completes the movements, he or she will turn around
and face forward. 
That artist will turn to the artist behind them and say the next artist's name. 
After that artist's eyes are open, the first artist will  silently do the same series
of three movements, and then turn and face forward. 
Try and pass the motions from beginning to end without making a mistake, or
else everyone has to do 10 jumping starfish (jumping jacks)! 
For an extra challenge, give each artist a sea creature to be, and instead of
saying the artist's name say their sea creature instead.
Game ends when every artist has been the Sea Dragon!


